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ABSTRACT 
This paper has two parts: (1) Interlacing inequalities in linear algebra; eigenvalues, 
singular values, invariant polynomials. Attempts to construct a unifying theory. (2) 
Subgroups of the full linear group defined by polynomial identities. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The subject of our minisymposium at the Conference was “Linear Algebra 
in Iberia,” and its objective was to give an overview of the work carried out in 
the two Iberian countries. I had great difficulty in choosing the topics for my 
contribution. After some thoughts I chose two topics (thus this talk has two 
parts), based on the following criteria: 
(i) Since the name of the Conference was “Matrix Theory, Past, Present 
and Future,” I sought questions which I expect to have consequences in the 
future. 
(ii) I sought questions in whose investigation I had some involvement. 
Of course any talk must have time limitations and thus I had to leave aside 
many interesting questions. 
1. INTERLACING INEQUALITIES 
1.1. Completion of Matrices 
Let G be a square matrix partitioned according to the following 
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diagram: 
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G= 
G,, : G12 
[ 1 . . . .: . . . . , G2, . G22 
where the (1,l) block is n-square and the (2,2) block is p-square. The 
elements of G belong to (or are chosen from) an appropriate structure F (often 
a field) so that the problems below make sense. We can now prescribe one, 
two, or three of the four blocks (leaving the others free) and also something 
else like the invariant polynomials (or the eigenvalues, singular values, etc.). In 
the present paper, by a completion problem we mean finding a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of elements of F which, once substituted 
in the positions corresponding to the free blocks, yield a matrix G with the 
prescribed invariant polynomials (or eigenvalues, singular values, etc.). 
Much research has been carried out on completion of matrices. While a 
good number of beautiful and deep results have been discovered, there are 
still many tantalizing unanswered questions. Our intention is to concentrate 
on some of the most intriguing issues in the hope of attracting the attention of 
the linear algebra community to essentially one outstanding question: the 
unification of the interlacing inequalities. In order to make our exposition 
more readable and straightforward, we avoid proofs and technical complica- 
tions. 
1.2. The Cauchy Interlacing Inequalities for Eigenvalues 
Let 5 be the complex field. We assume that G is Hermitian and that we 
prescribe only the block G,, and the eigenvalues of G, which we denote by 
t1 > ‘*. 2 En+. It is clear from the context that by “G is Hermitian” we 
mean that G,, is Hermitian and G is to be completed so as to be Hermitian. 
Let A, > * * * 2 A,, be the eigenvalues of G,,. The completion of G is 
possible if and only if 
These will be called Gauchy interlacing inequalities [3]. 
1.3. The Thompson Interlacing Znequulitks for Singular Values 
if is the complex field again, and we prescribe the block Gil and the 
singular values u1 2 * * * > u”+~ (2 0) of G. Let pi > * - * > p,, be the 
singular values of the prescribed block. 
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The completion of G is possible if and only if 
ui 2 Pi 2 ui+2p’ i = 1,. . . , n. 
Here we assume that ui+2P = 0 when i + 2 p > n + p. 
These inequalities will be called Thompson interlacing inequalities for 
singular values. It should be pointed out that the condition is the same if the 
prescribed submatrix is any n-square submatrix, not necessarily a principal 
one [9, 131. 
1.4. Interlacing Inequulities for Smith Invariants 
Now F is a principal ideal domain, and we prescribe the submatrix Gi, 
and the Smith invariants of G. We use the symbol :> to denote “divides,” and 
we order the prescribed Smith invariants so that each divides the following 
one: 
Let cxl :> *a * :> a, be the Smith invariants of G,,. The completion of G 
is possible if and only if 
Pi :> ayi :> Pi+2p, i= l,...,n. 
If i + 2 p > n + p, we assume that /3i+2, = 0. 
The same remark as in the preceding case can be made concerning the 
possibility that the prescribed submatrix is nonprincipal. 
1.5. S&Thompson lnteducing lnequulities for invariant Polynomials 
Now F is an arbitrary field and we prescribe the submatrix Gri and the 
invariant polynomials of G. Let the prescribed invariant polynomials be 
fi 3 * * * :> f,+,. We assume they are manic and that the degree of their 
product is n + p, since otherwise they cannot be the invariant polynomials of 
an (n + p) X (n + p) matrix. Let g, :> * * * :> g, be the invariant polynomi- 
als of G,,. 
The completion of G is possible if and only if 
_fi :> 45 :>_fi+zD? i= l,...,n. 
We assume that fi+2p = 0 when i + 2 p > n + p. These relations will 
be called S&Thompson interlacing inequalities for invariant polynomials 
[lo, 11, 141. 
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Since the invariant polynomials of a matrix A, over a field, are the Smith 
invariants of XI - A, a matrix over the principal ideal domain F[X], the 
necessity of the S&Thompson interlacing inequalities follows from the interlac- 
ing inequalities for Smith invariants. The proof of the sufficiency is however 
extremely intricate. 
1.6. Unijcation 
The formal similarity of the conditions in Sections 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, and I.5 
(which, in general, we call interlacing inequalities without further qualifica- 
tion) is most striking and calls for a unifying theory. Carlson and SQ [2] have 
made the only attempt so far at unification. While it is reasonably satisfactory 
for the necessity part, it does not make any advance towards the unification of 
the sufficiency part. Thus it seems that the appropriate mathematical structure 
has not been found yet. Before proceeding to the Carlson-Si theory we would 
like to present another startling interlacing phenomenon. Surprisingly, the 
interlacing relations involve now not the eigenvalues but the eigenvectors. 
1.7. Eigenvector lntedacing 
A square real matrix A is called totally nonnegative if all of its subdetermi- 
nants are nonnegative. If they are all positive, A is said to be totally positive. If 
A is totally nonnegative and there is a positive integer k such that Ak is totally 
positive, it is called oscillatory. It is well known that an n x n oscillatory 
matrix has n distinct positive eigenvalues, which we consider ordered as 
follows: X, > - . * > A,. Let u(i) = (uY), . . . , u$) be the (normalized) eigen- 
vector corresponding to Xi. We now consider the polygonal line whose 
consecutive vertices are (1, uy)), (2, u$)), . . . , (n, u’,i)), which we call the u(~)- 
line. The points (independent of the normalization of u(~)) where this polygo- 
nal line cuts the real axis are called nodes. It can be shown that the u(‘)-line 
has exactly i - 1 nodes for each i, and moreover the nodes of the u(‘)-line and 
the Ji+ ‘)-line interlace [S]. 
It is not known whether there is any relationship between eigenvector 
interlacing and the interlacing inequalities in Sections 1.2- 1.5. 
After this digression into oscillatory matrices, we return to the unification 
problem of the interlacing inequalities, and examine the Carlson-Si theory. 
1.8. Car&on-% Theory 
Let V be a nonempty set, and n a positive integer. 
For each i belonging to { 1, . . . , n} we choose a family $ of subsets of V. 
The subsets in Yi are called fundamental subsets of dimension i. Given a 
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subset G of V, its dimension d(G) is defined by 
d(G) = min{ i : there is a fundamental subset of dimension i containing G} . 
We assume the following axioms are satisfied: 
1. qbEY(), VeYn. 
2. No fundamental subset is contained in another fundamental subset of 
smaller dimension. 
3. If P, Q are fundamental subsets, the following inequality holds: d( P fl 
Q) + 4P U 0) 2 d(P) + d(Q)- 
Notice that since VE Yn, d(G) exists for every G. If G is a fundamental set 
of dimension i, then d(G) = i. 
If the above axioms hold, we say that V has the structure of a CS space or, 
simply, that V is a CS space of dimension n. 
Examples of CS spaces: 
(1) Let V be a finitely generated free module over a principal ideal 
domain. Take as Yj, for i > 0, the family of submodules of dimension i, and 
Yo = {@I>. In particular V may be a vector space. 
(2) Let V be as in (1). Let E = V \ { 0). E can be made a CS space by 
taking as Yi, i > 0, the family of submodules of dimension i after removal of 
0, and Sa = (0). 
(3) Let V be a (finite) matroid. If A is a subset of V, let 
d(A) = I Al -r(A), 
where r( ) is the rank function of the matroid. Now take as Yi the family of 
subsets A for which d(A) = i. 
Let Y be a partially ordered set. We assume that the order is reflexive 
and that all bounded subsets have a maximum and a minimum. Let V be a CS 
space, and $ a function from V into Y. 
The function # is said to be diagonalizable if: 
(1) $(V) is bounded. 
(2) There is an increasing family of fundamental subsets of V, 
s,c -*- cs,, 
Si of dimension i, and there is a decreasing family of fundamental subsets of 
V, 
Tl ’ --* > T,,, 
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Ti of dimension n + 1 - i, such that 
THEOREM. Under the above conditions we have 
This common value is denoted by Xk. Notice that X, does not depend on 
the particular sequences of fundamental subspaces used in the definition of 
diagonalizability. It is also easy to show that X, > X, > * * * > A,, where > 
is the order in Y. The elements X,, . . . , X, are called the invariants of J/. 
Let V be a CS space of dimension n, and let W be a fundamental subset 
of dimension m. We consider W endowed with a CS structure as follows: we 
take as fundamental i-dimensional subsets of W precisely the fundamental 
i-dimensional subsets of V which are contained in W. We say that W (with 
this CS structure) is a CS subspace of V. 
THEOREM. Let V be a CS space of dimension n + p and W a CS subspace 
of V of dimension n. Let I) : V + Y be diagonalizable with invariants A, > - * * 
’ L&v Assume $, 1u (th e restriction of $ to W) is also diagonalizable with 
invariants p1 > - * * > p,,. Then 
xi > pi > xi+p. 
These inequalities will be called the Carlson-Sa interlacing inequalities. 
We have followed the article of D. Carlson and E. M. de Si [2], where further 
details can be found. 
1.9. Unijed proof of interlacing inequalities 
The Carlson-SB interlacing inequalities contain as particular cases the 
necessity part of all the interlacing inequalities in sections 1.2-1.5. All of them 
can be obtained by choosing V, Y, and # appropriately. As an example we 
deduce the Cauchy interlacing inequalities for eigenvalues. 
Let Y be the real numbers with the usual order. Let V be a complex 
inner product space of dimension n + p, and E = V \ (0) be considered as a 
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CS space as in example (2) of Section 1.8. If h : V + V is an Hermitian 
operator, we define # by 
$+) = (ho, 
(TX) ’ 
the Rayleigh quotient. 
Let X, 2 * - * 2 A,,, be the eigenvalues of h, and e,, . . . , en+p the 
corresponding eigenvectors. Let Sk = (e,, . . . , ek) and Tk = (ek, . . . , entp). 
We have 
Now the first theorem of Section 1.8 yields the Courant-Fisher minimax 
formulas, and the second theorem of the same section yields the Cauchy 
interlacing inequalities for eigenvalues. 
2. MATRIX GROUPS 
2.1. Subgroups Dejined by Polynomial Identities 
Let fi(rrl, xrs, . . . , x,,_~~, x,,) (i = 1,. . . , k) be k polynomials in n2 
variables with coefficients in a field D. Let X be the matrix of the variables, 
For short we write fi( X) instead of fi( ~11, rra,. . . , x,-I,,Y xnn). 
Which nonsingular matrices A satisfy 
&AX) =r;:(x), i = 1 I..., k, 
for every X? It is evident that these matrices form a subgroup of GL( n; F) (if 
we omit the requirement that they be nonsingular, they form a semigroup). 
We can also seek the nonsingular matrices A satisfying 
A( Ax) =fi(XA). i= l,...,k, 
for every X. Again they form a subgroup of GL(n; F) (or a semigroup if we 
omit the requirement that they be nonsingular). 
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The objective of this second part is the investigation of the above prob- 
lems. 
Let S, be the symmetric group of degree n, and c a function from S, into 
F. If B = [bij] is an n-square matrix over I$, we define its Schur function 
4(B) by 
dC(B) = 2 C(u)i~lhi,.(B. 
n 
An important particular case is when c is equal to a character x of a 
subgroup H of S,, being equal to zero in S, \ H. In this case we prefer to 
write d,H( B) instead of d,(B). Obviously we have 
We consider now the above questions for the case k = 1 and when the 
polynomial is a Schur function. More precisely, the questions are now: 
(1) Find all nonsingular matrices A satisfying 
dc( AX) = dc( X) vX. 
(2) Find all nonsingualr matrices A satisfying 
dc( AX) = dc( XA) vX. 
The group defined in (1) is denoted Y(c), and the group defined in (2) is 
denoted V(c) . 
We describe now Y(c) (assuming c # 0). Let u be an element of S, such 
that C(U-‘) # 0. We define a subgroup of S, by 
z(uc) = {TES”:c(u-~)c(u-‘aT) = C(U%)C(UdT) V?rES”}. 
We define now a function X,,, from Z(uc) into F by 
X,,(T) = co . 
c( u-1) 
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This function is easily seen to be a linear character of Z(ac). If 4 is another 
permutation with c( t#-l) # 0, then Z(@) = Z( UC) and X+ = X,,. Thus we 
write simply Z(c) and XC. Now we define HgC) as the subgroup of S, 
generated by its transpositions r that satisfy c( rrr) = -c(r) for every ?r of S,. 
Let P(y) stand for the permutation matrix with (i, j) element equal to GirCjJ. 
THEOREM [18, 221. Let c be a nonzero function from S, into I$. The n x n 
matrix A belongs to 9’(c) if and only if 
where the (i, j) element of M is 0 whenever i and j are in di@mnt orbits of 
H$“), y E Z(c), and det M = X,(y). 
An answer to problem (2) is known in case the function d, is of type d,H. 
In this case, following a notation already established, we write Y( H, x) instead 
of H$@ and V( H, x) instead of U(c). We define the group @(H, x) by 
@(H,x) = {‘RES n: +u) = i(ur) VUES”}, 
where $j is the extension of X to S, obtained by setting it equal to zero outside 
H. 
THEOREM [19]. The matrix A belongs to U( H, x) if and only if 
A = W(r), 
where M is a nonsingular matrix with its (i, j) element equal to zero whenever i 
and j are in diflkrent orbits of Y( H, x), and y is a permutation of %( H, x). 
It is not difficult to find the formulation of the first theorem for functions of 
type dz. In this case some remarkable properties hold, as, for example that 
the conditions dF( AX) = d:(X) (for every X) and d,H( XA) = d:(X) (for 
every X) are equivalent [18]. 
2.2. Preservers of Schur Functions 
Let M,(F) be the vector space over F consisting of the n x n matrices 
with elements in F. Let T : M,(a) -+ M,(ff) be a linear operator. 
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PROBLEM. Find all the linear operators T : M,(F) + M,(F) that preserve a 
certain Schur function, i.e., such that 
dt( A) = dF( T( A)) for every A E M,(F). 
Clearly, instead of a function df we can consider the same problem for 
the more general functions d,. 
This problem seems to be very difficult, and a complete answer is known 
only in very particular cases, as for example when the Schur function is the 
determinant or the permanent. 
As an application of the previous results we are able to give a partial 
answer to the above problem in the general case. This partial answer is a quite 
deep result, though its proof is trivial (provided we admit as known the 
nontrivial preceding theorems). 
THEOREM. Let A and B be matrices of Y(H, x). Let T(Y) = AYB. T 
preserves the Schur function dt. 
Let C be a matrix of U( H, x). Let S(Y) = CYC-l. S preserves the function 
dH 
X’ 
Proof. Bearing in mind the property mentioned at the end of Section 2.1, 
we can write dF( AYB) = d$( YB) = d,H( Y ). It is also clear that d,H( CYC- ‘) = 
d,H(YC-lC) = d;(Y). w 
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